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1. The stability of the linear Hamiltonian system 
has been investigated [l-3]. The matrix 
where 0 and I,, are n by n zero and unit matrices respectively and s(t) is a 
continuous real symmetric 2n by 2n matrix of period 27r in t. These investiga- 
tions consider when stability is preserved for linear periodic Hamiltonian 
systems 
,g = qt, 6) x 
with S(t, 0) = S(t). Let @(t, C) be a solution with @(O, C) = I. For certain 
special cases of S(t, E), Diliberto [4], using methods of Lie group theory, 
has shown the characteristic values of @(2?r, E) are analytic E in the stable 
case. The nature of the characteristic values of @(2?r, E) for small c will be 
considered here. 
Here it will be shown that the stability results for Hamiltonians extend 
easily to systems of the form 
Q(t, E) $= [S(t, c)- Q p (t, l )] x (1.1) 
* The preparation of this paper was supported in part by the Office of Naval 
Research and in part by the National Science Foundation Grant. No. GP-149. 
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where dQ/dt and S are real and periodic in t of period 2?r, and continuous 
in (t, E). (The continuity in t can be replaced by integrability.) Moreover Q is 
skew symmetric so that ita transpose 
i?‘(t, 4 = - Q(t, l ) ; det QO, 4 # 0 (1.2) 
and S(t, c) is symmetric. The two conditions on Q imply it has an even 
number of rows and columns. This will be denoted by 2n. The system (1.1) 
is self-adjoint. 
The condition [3] that the characteristic values of @(2n, E) all be different 
except for discrete values for e will not be required here in proving the sta- 
bility of (1.1). 
The properties of self-adjoint systems will now be discussed for the case 
c = 0 with no real loss of generality. Let Q(t, 0) = Q(t) and S(t, 0) = S(t) 
and consider 
Q(t) $ = (S(t) - + g) x. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 4Jt) and &(t) be erector solutions of (1.3). Then 
4;(t) Q(t) &(t) = constant. 
PROOF. Clearly 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
where the skew symmetry of Q was used. Since +r and 4s are solutions 
of (1.1) 
which proves the lemma. 
Let Q(t) be a matrix solution of (1.3) with @(O) = I. Then from (1.4) 
follows that 
@‘W Q(t) W = Q(O) (1.5) 
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where the constant matrix on the right is evaluated at t = 0. From (1.5) 
follows 
and from this 
@‘W Q(O) @(W = Q(O) 
@-'(24 = Q-'(O) W(27r) Q(0). (l-6) 
The characteristic values of @(2-rr) are the roots of 
det (XI - @(2~)) = 0. 
Since Q, is real it follows that if h, is a root so is a,. Also, much as for Hamil- 
tonian linear systems, 
det (/v - @(27r)) = det (XI - @‘(29~)) 
= det [Q-l(O) (XI - @‘(27r)) Q(O)] 
= det (hl - @72x)) 
= det @-‘(2rr) det (h@(2~) - Z) 
= (- h)2n det @-i(27r) det !f Z - @(27r)) . 
Hence if h, is a root so is l/h,. Thus if ( h, / # 1 and h, is not real the roots 
occur as quadruplets h,, A,, l/X,, l/x,. If ( h, 1 = 1 and h, is not real the roots 
occur as pairs X,, X, = l/X,. 
Proceeding much as in Moser [3] let the characteristic values hi, X,, ..., X,, 
of @(27r) all be different from f 1. Let these hi be arranged in blocks of 
equal values. Hence if there are sr 2 1 roots equal to X, let them be denoted 
by 4, h, -) $. Let h+l, hfsr -,L,, all be equal to l/h,. Next let there be 
sa - s1 roots equal to &+,. Let them bh designated by h, +i, h, +r, ... h . Let 
x n+sIfl~ h n+3,+2, *.- h ?l+t$ all be equal to l/&+,. Let the’ next block n:mber 
ss - sa and be h,,+r, ..., h, with reciprocals Xnfsl,+ir ..., X,,, . Proceed in this 
way until the roots are ‘exhausted. Thus if s0 = 0, thl roots occur in 
blocks of sr - s,,, s2 - sr, .“, sp - sfl,_i where sir = n. These are then 
followed by their blocks of reciprocals. 
Let wj = log h,/(2?r). By Floquet theory there are 2n independent solutions 
#j(t) = ewjt Pi(t), j = 1, 2, ..., 2n 
where p,(t) is a polynomial in t with coefficients which are periodic in i of 
period 2~. By Lemma 1 
#i(t) Q(t) &(t) = e(wj+wkwk, t P,QP, 
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is independent of t. If PjQP,, # 0 this is possible only if (w, + wk) 23~ = 2vmi 
where m is an integer. Hence ApA, = 1. Thus 
Note that 
(1.7) 
If the matrix Y is made up of the columns 1,4~ 
where A**; A,+j,,; AjBp+k; Ap+3,p+k have sj - s3-r rows and sic - Sk-i 
columns where j, k = 1,2, .*a, p. Because of (1.7) the only submatrices 
which are not identically zero are 
A f.p+j and 4+3.i j = 1, 2, *se, f4. 
Note that - A;,,,, = A,+,,,. Hence 
FQW) = (; 
- A’ 
o ) (1.8) 
where 
The left side of (1.8) has a nonvanishing determinant since the JJ~ are inde- 
pendent. Hence the determinant of the right side is nonvanishing. Thus for 
j = 1, 2, ... TV det (A p+j,i) # 0. Note that 
A,+j,j = matrix (&+~Q&J, k, m = sj + 1, sj + 2, .I. Sj+r. 
Hence 
det (&+&&) # 0, k m = ~5 + 1, sj -I- 2, ***# sj+l* (1.9) 
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2. A system (1.3) is said to be stable if all its solutions are bounded for all t. 
From Floquet theory it follows that a necessary condition for stability is that 
all characteristic values of @(2~) satisfy ( h 1 = 1. A sufficient condition is 
that all characteristic values of h satisfy 1 X ( = 1 and are distinct. A necessary 
and sufficient condition is that all 1 h 1 = 1 and that the canonical form of 
@(2~) be diagonal. What will be shown here is that, just as for Hamiltonian 
systems, a sufficient condition for the stability of (1.1) can be given for the 
case E = 0 which also assures stability for small c and this condition allows 
blocks of Xj to be equal. When (1.1) is stable for small E it is said to be para- 
metrically stable at E = 0. 
It will be assumed that no characteristic value of @(27r) is 5 1. It will also 
be assumed that all 1 hj 1 = 1. Hence & are real 
Let us assume the Xj, 1 5 j < tz, are arranged in blocks of s~+~ - sk each 
block having all X, equal and hi+, = l/h, as in discussion leading to (1.9). 
Hence 
From Floquet theory follows that 
&(t) = eiSjt Pj(t) 
I+++~( t) = ediBf t Pj( t) 
as before, and by (1.9) 
det Ap+j,j = det (P;kQP,,J # 0, k, m = sj + 1, sj + 2, a**, sj+r. 
Consider the solution 
where the c, are complex constants. Then for k and m summed from sj + 1 
to si+1 
which is a Hermitian form. If  c is a vector with components c, then 
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Note that iAr+j,* must also be Hermitian. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f 1 not be characteristic values of @(2?~). Let all 
(h,l=l.A fi t J-U cien condition for (1.3) to be stable is that the nonsingular 
Hermitian matrices 
be sign definite, j = 1, 2, .‘., p. 
PROOF. If (1.3) is not stable then by Floquet theory for some k there are 
solutions, not zero, such that 
y$(t) = efBBt (PZP) + tP&>) 
where PI(t) and ps(t) have period 27r. Proceeding as in [3] for the Hamiltonian 
case 
Since this must be independent of t 
which means 
&Qh = 0. (2.3) 
But being a solution of (1.3) associated with some A,, +l(t) is given by the 
right side of (2.1) and hence, by (2.2), (2.3) implies 
i?A cl+i.& = 0 
for some j. Since the Hermitian form is definite this implies that c = 0 and 
hence +i = 0 which is a contradiction and proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. For l = 0 let (1.1) satisfy the suficient condition of 
Theorem 2.1. Then for small E the system is stable. 
(It will not be necessary here to assume that the A,(C) are distinct for E # 0.) 
PROOF. It will be convenient to distinguish algebraic instability associated 
with characteristic values ( A ( = 1 and exponential instability associated 
with]hl>l. 
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Case 1. Let there be an infinite sequence {ej}, j 2 1 and ej -+ 0 as j -+ a, 
such that for each cj, (1.3) is algebraically unstable. Then for each j 2 1 
there is X(cl), ( X(cj) 1 = 1, and solutions of (1.3) 
dl(t, ‘j) = e i~(ff’tpl(t, l j) 
Mt9 cj> = “iBccr’t(A?(t9 Ej) + tPl(t~ cj)> (2.4) 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 with 0 < 1 p(ci) / < 4 for small <j. As in that 
proof 
&(C Q)Q(4 Ej> A(6 ‘j) = 0, i 2 1. (2.5) 
There is no restriction in assuming 
+l(C 4 = Ott, Ej) Mej) 
where b(<j) is a normalized vector so that 
6’(Ej) b(r,) = 1. 
(2.6) 
Hence as j-00 a subsequence of the {ej} can be chosen so that for the 
subsequence, {b(cj)} and (h(Ej)) converge. With no confusion this subse- 
quence can be denoted again by { ej}. Note that @(t, 6) is continuous in c and 
hence so are the characteristic values. Denoting lim b(ej) by b and lim h(rj) 
by & it follows from (2.6) that for l = 0, (1.3) has a solution 
Since !?b = 1, &(t) # 0. From (2.4) with 27r& = log h, and 0 < 1 & ) < 4. 
where p(l) must have period 27r since ~(t, cj) has, From (2.5) 
&W Q(c 0) h(t) = 0. 
But as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 the definiteness of the Hermitian forms 
then requires that&(t) = 0 which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. Here it will be assumed that for an infinite sequence cj -+ 0 
there is exponential instability. In this case there is a solution 
+l(t, ej) = e’a’ri)+iS’rj)) ‘Pl(t, l j) 
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with CY(E~) > 0, 0 < ] & ] < l/2, andp, periodic in t and not zero. Clearly 
$1 is a solution and 
&Q(t, l j) cjl = e2+) ‘&Qpl. 
In order to be independent of t,‘since 01 > 0, this must be zero. Thus 
&Q(t, 4 41 = 0. 
One can now assume (2.6) and follow the reasoning of case 1 to arrive at a 
contradiction (since a(~~) -+ 0 as j --f m). 
3. Here the dependence of the characteristic values, &(E), @(2~, E) on E 
will be considered. It will be recalled that @(t, c) is the solution of (1.1) with 
qo, e) = 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Q, dQ/dt and S(t, l ) have continuous jirst order partial 
derivatives Edith respect to l for small c. Let (1.1) be stable for c = 0. Then 
there exist constants bj, j = 1, 2, ..., 2~2, such that the characteristic values of 
@(27r, 4 
x,(c) = W> + 4 + 44, j = 1,2, -., 2n, (3.1) 
for small z. 
The statement (3.1) is equivalent to 
liio; [h,(E) - hj(0) - cbi] = 0. 
This result may be compared with that of [ 1, supplement] for the Hamiltonian 
system linear in the parameter. 
PROOF. From [5, p. 301 follows that a@/& is continuous in (t, E) for small l . 
Thus 
@(27r, e) = q27r, 0) + f@(E) 
where Q(c) is continuous in E. Since (1 .l) is stable for E = 0, the canonical 
form of @(2~, 0) is diagonal. Let C be nonsingular and such that 
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where A, = uJk. Here uk is one of the h,(O) and Ik is a unit matrix. Then 
c-W(2?r, .)C = A + cB(c) 
where B(E) is continuous for small c and A + EB(c) has the same charac- 
teristic v&es as@ (27r, G). Clearly 
Let II have h, rows and columns. Then 
det [(uI + l W) I - A - EB] 
=E hl det 
- ‘B,2 *.. (al-u,+~w)I,--fB,, 
Only the diagonal terms in the rows below the first h, do not contain E as a 
factor. Hence 
det [(o, + rw)l - A - rB] = chl[K det(w1, - B,,(c)) + EF~(w, e)] 
where FI(w, E) is continuous in (w, 6) and K is a constant made up of powers 
oft=1 - =!a), (=I - 4, ***, (q - u,). Since Bll(c) - B,,(O) is continuous in E 
the above is of the form 
where F(w, 6) is continuous in (w, Q), 
F(w,O) = 0 (3.2) 
and fi(w) = det (WI, - B,,(O)) has degree h,. The characteristic values are 
associated with the roots of 
h(w) + F(w, 4 = 0. (3.3) 
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Let the roots off,(w) = 0 be b,, b,, -.*, bh, with multiple roots repeated. Then 
by Rouche’s theorem and (3.2), it follows that (3.3) has roots of the form 
bj + o( 1) as E + 0. Thus @(2~, l ) has characteristic values of the form 
q + ebj + o(r) for j = 1, 2, a.., hr. Since or is a characteristic value of 
Qj(2?~, 0) of multiplicity h, this proves (3.1) for j = 1, 2, *-a, hr. The proof for 
the remaining blocks of characteristic values follows in the same way. 
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